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POLO PEOPLE

THE GLOBAL FINANCIER WHOSE
SIGHTS ARE SET ON SPACE
Yasemen Kaner-White
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SEVEN WIMMER VALUES:
1. Think out of the box: Allow Yourself To Be inspired
2. 	Follow your heart and passion: Have purpose.
Have fun. Be Authentic
3. Focus and execution
4. Time discipline: Be Conscious About Time Allocation
5. 	Teamwork: The Sum Of The Parts Is Greater
Than The Individual Parts Alone
6. 	Take calculated risks: Assess The Risks-Rewards
Ratio. Apply Sustainable Solutions Respecting
The Environment & Scarce Resources
7. 	Inspire others: Especially Children, And
Encourage Them To Live Out Their Dreams

H

aving signed up for
three trips to space;
completed his space
training which
included Zero-G
training, flying Russian MIG-fighter
jets and experiencing both Russian
and American centrifuges; Per
Wimmer is expected to be the first
private Dane in space. As someone
who thrives on attaining high goals,
Wimmer was the first to tandem sky
dive – along with Ralph Mitchell,
over the highest point on Earth;
Mount Everest in 2008, so space
is no doubt attainable. “Mount
Everest pushed my boundaries the
most, being on top of the world
looking over and getting ready to
jump was crazy but we were looking
at it thinking it’s less risky than
climbing it”! said Wimmer. And it
was crazy, the plane they had wasn’t
even approved to fly at that altitude,
but they were determined to do it,
urged on by the great team they had
behind them, including a Doctor
and a former MI6 agent, adding a
touch of ‘James Bond’ to the affair.
“It is one of my main achievements
thus far, along with my Amazonian
adventure when I travelled solo with
a medicine man, but I continue to
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“I like to push
the boundaries,
don’t mind
compromising
on luxury, I like
to be on the
frontier curve,
I want to break
records and I
prefer to do more
cutting edge”.
look for new thrills, adventure and
new frontiers”, Wimmer told me.
He is clearly serious about his
space endeavour, as Per is a Founding
Astronaut with friend Sir Richard
Branson’s Virgin Galactic and, thus,
one of the first astronauts to travel
on SpaceShipTwo. Last year the
avid adventure seeker was awarded
fellowship by the New York Explorers
Club, their highest accolade, of
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which the late Sir Edmund Hillary
was a fellow member. With 72
countries under his belt including
the Easter Islands; Galapagos
Islands; trekking the Inka Trail
to Macchu Pichu; skiing at the
highest skiing facility in the world
at 5.500m in Bolivia; walking on
live volcano’s in Hawaii; hanggliding over the beaches of Rio de
Janiero; cross-country USA on a
Harley Davidson motorbike and
back (9.000 miles) and diving with
sharks in the Fiji Islands, it is no
surprise. Although in a position to,
he doesn’t mind forgoing five star
hotels in order to have the most
authentic experience, “I like to
push the boundaries, don’t mind
compromising on luxury, I like to
be on the frontier curve, I want to
break records and I prefer to do
more cutting edge”. Having lived
in London for 19 years, alongside
Denmark, he sees it as home.
A Harvard University graduate
and banker by trade, Wimmer
owns ‘Wimmer Financial’, an
investment bank specialising in
global corporate finance within the
area of natural resources (mining,
oil and gas, green energy) as well
as real estate and infrastructure
financing worldwide. Alongside this
he has ‘Wimmer Family Office’,
an asset management company
focussing on investment schemes
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for solvent individuals. Per is all
about giving back and is known
to be altruistic, he works with a
number of foundations centred
around science, space and children;
giving cash contributions in
Denmark and the UK. Last year he
did a documentary with National
Geographic in Wales, whereby he
was an undercover Angel, posing
as a journalist writing about the
homelessness in Wales, after
which he gave a donation. Per is
passionate about highlighting green
energy and the world of natural
resources, advocating that “green
energy, to be sustainable, needs to
be commercially sustainable –
it’s a new area and doesn’t mean it
needs to be sustainable on day one
but should be 5,6,7 years later –
it is doable”, he argues in his
book Green Bubble.

When asked, Per says he
would like to be remembered for
his “combination of adventure
activities, charity activities as well
as my financial activities, foremost
though I would like a recognition
for my astronaut title, the astronaut
bit is always high on the list, as
well as philanthropist, author and
financier”, quite a list then! With
three books published behind him,
and occasional public speaking as
a motivational speaker on topics
including space, green energy and
the global economy, he is currently
working on his autobiography,
but I’d imagine we won’t have to
wait that long to hear of his next
fantastical feat.
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